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Address Carlex Glass Company 
77 Excellence Way Vonore 
TN 37885

Country USA

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Carlex is a manufacturer of automotive glass products such as windshield, door glass, back windows and sunroofs for original equipment
manufacturers in North America.

Laminated Glass:

* Windshields 
* Sunroofs

* Flat
* Simple curves 
* Compound curves 
* Shade band or Clear  
* Painted periphery 
* Antenna 
* Acoustic 
* UV/IR Cut

Tempered Glass:

* Door Glass 
* Quarter Windows 
* Back Windows 
* Sunroofs

* Flat
* Cylindrical curved 
* Compound curved 
* Complex curved 
* Painted 
* Borders  
* Decorative 
* Functional/Electrical conductive 
* Drilled Holes 
* Antenna

Hardware:

* Mirror Buttons 
* Clips for raising/lowering 
* Electrical connectors 
* Antenna connections

Framings:

* PVC/RIM (through provider)

 

Company Profile of Carlex Glass Company

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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